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 4 Note Cadillac Horns in a Monte

I wasn't sure where to park this thread, so I figure it's not quite interior, not quite exterior.... But it is audio lol!

I've been meaning to post about this mod, it was completed shortly before the GM Nationals, but I was not totally happy with it at the time and found out why

after I got back (one of the 4 horns bench tested good, but on the car was bad, I had to replace it).

And, well, with Keanne and the air horn, there is still no comparison who wins (I'm jealous Keanne, but I'm over it lol, I don't want to put an air pump/compressor

in my Monte, but sweet set up).

Anycase, here's the scoop on my horn mod.

Reason I did this: My wife's Impala had a dead horn and it uses the same dinky horn setup my Monte used. I decided her car could get my Monte horns and I

can upgrade to 4 note Cadillac horns (slightly louder and a more unique tone).

Now the mod: The horns have 4 notes, each labeled (A, C, D and F). There are two different styles of these. The single wire with a spade connector (they ground

to the body of the car where you bolt them up) and a 2 wire connector style. I'm using a 2 wire connector setup.

There is some debate over which ones are louder. I've compared both sets with a decibel meter, they are the same. I've compared them against the factory horns

in the Monte with a decibel meter and the Caddy horns only rank about 5 decibels higher. Some may find different results. All the Caddy horns I tested were early

90's. I've heard that maybe the mid-80's Devilles may yield louder results (and I'm waiting to find a set in the junk yard, I'm curious).

Admittedly, I did expect them to be louder then they are, but they are still cool. The tone does remind me more of a "train" horn sound (so not as loud as a true

air driven train horn).

Moving forward.

My dad and I wired these up so NONE of the Monte factory wires were ever cut! Also, no additional holes were drilled in the body!

- The factory horn wire now plugs into a male connector (that used to be for a ABS wheel speed sensor), that is now a trigger for a relay.

- I have a wire that connects with the battery wire to the fuse panel under the hood, that wire goes to a 20amp fuse and supplies power to the relay.

- We made special brackets from a piece of stainless steel. Two of the horns are in the factory horn location, and GM was nice enough to leave the same mounting

holes on the opposite (driver) side, I just had to run a tap in the one. So, no new holes in the body!

- The two passenger side horns and the relay ground together (hooked the ground to a bolt around the hood latch).

- The two driver side horns ground to an existing body ground.

All wiring is soldered and covered in heat shrink tubing. Some of it required new wiring loom and others run in a factory loom. If I ever wanted to remove this

setup, it's pretty much plug and play

So when I hit my horn, the original horn wire trips the relay that now supplies power direct from the battery, through the relay, to all four horns. I don't think it

gets any cleaner then that.

And now, some pics of this setup.
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Factory Monte/Impala 2-note horns (probably the same in most modern GM cars). These happen to be the Impala ones (my Monte ones were a little cleaner but

not by much). The bracket is the cheapest/flimsy thing. The mater part of the horn housing is just covered in rust.

4 note Cadillac horns

Caddy horn compared to a factory horn (a little size difference).
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Tough to see, but in the next two pics, there is a wire connected to the bottom post of the fuse panel and goes to a wire. You may also notice to the left, the red

fuse holder (hides nicely in the fender space, but I pulled it out a little for the pics).
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__________________

-Jason

Check out my websites below:

- 1984 Camaro Z28 5.0 Liter HO Restore Project/Big Toy

- 2004 Monte Carlo SS 3800 N/A See website for MOD List

- 2004 Grand Am GT SC/T - Current daily driver
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The wire from the fuse case in my hand.
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Here is where the factory horn connector now connects to a harness for the relay and Cadillac horns. The harness was all built in place (not on a bench).

Passenger side horns (mounted in the spot the factory horns sit in). FYI - There are star lock washers in this assembly that prevent the horns from swinging and

from the bolt backing out. Using a bolt that went all the way through made this assembly very solid!
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Wiring harness continues. The wires in the new wire loom are for the relay. The wire supplying power to the other two horns is hidden in that factory wire loom to

go over to the other horns.
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You will see the relay, it's taped up to the factory harness. You will also see the ground for two of the horns and the relay on the bracket for the hood latch.
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The other two horns on the driver side (a lot more room on this side).

The wiring in my hand is the ground wire for those two horns (it is actually the complete factory original ground wire from a donor car at the junk yard, so the

ground is uncut/unspliced for that side). It shares a ground with a factory ground point.
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An identical bracket setup like what we used on the passenger side.

Below is the simple wiring diagram this set up is modeled after for those interested. 

Except where they show a horn, for me that is two horns per one horn in the diagram.
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